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ABSTRACT
Genetic traceability refers to methods associated with the identification of animals and their products through DNA characterization of 

individuals, breeds or species. To trace breeds, it is necessary to define the breed groups to analyze, and the most appropriate molecular marker 
set. The selection of genetic markers depends on the gene frequency distribution, the genetic distance among breeds and the presence of private 
alleles. In this study, we assessed six single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) located in the DGAT1, TG, LEP, GH, FABP4 and GnRHR genes, as 
potential genetic markers to be included into a panel for genetic traceability for the identification of breed origin associated with the bovine beef 
trade. The results of the genetic characterization of four of the main Chinese cattle populations and of the principal breeds raised in Argentina and 
in the world (five Bos taurus and two B. indicus) suggest that these SNP markers can be successfully used as a part of an effective traceability system 
for the identification of cattle breed origin in the context of the Chinese meat imports, and in particular in the Argentine-Chinese beef trade.
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RESUMEN
La trazabilidad genética, la cual se basa en la identificación de animales y sus productos, permite la identificación individual, racial o de especie. 

Esta metodología es útil para  detectar  fraudes  y valorizar  producciones  locales.  Para llevar a cabo la trazabilidad es necesario definir los grupos 
raciales a analizar y el panel de marcadores más apropiados a utilizar. La selección de marcadores depende de la distribución de las frecuencias gé-
nicas, de la distancia genética entre las razas y de la presencia de alelos privativos. El objetivo de este trabajo consistió en evaluar seis polimorfismos 
de nucleótido simple (SNPs) ubicados en los genes DGAT1, TG, LEP, GH, FABP4 y GnRHR como posibles marcadores genéticos apropiados 
para ser incluidos en un panel de trazabilidad para la identificación de la raza de origen en el contexto de la comercialización de carne bovina. Los 
resultados de la caracterización genética de cuatro de las principales poblaciones bovinas chinas y de las razas más importantes de nuestro país (cinco 
Bos taurus y dos B. indicus) sugieren que los marcadores estudiados pueden ser utilizados exitosamente como parte de un sistema de trazabilidad 
efectivo para identificar el origen de la carne bovina en el contexto de la importación de carne en el mercado chino y en particular en el comercio 
entre Argentina y China.
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INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, as a result of technology and globalization, 

food from all over the world can be found in the market, 
and meat is not an exception. Moreover, the world meat 
trade is expected to grow by 16% in 2020 compared with 
the average of 2008 – 2010, a demand growth that will 
stem mostly from large economies in Asia, Latin America 
and the oil exporting countries (OECD - FAO, 2011). In 
this scenario, China will probably keep its self-sufficiency 
policy, but due to its potential volumes both in terms 
of production and consumption, unforeseen events in 
China could result in a severe impact on the international 
markets (OECD - FAO, 2011). Besides, consumers from 
different countries or world regions have singular meat 
cut preferences that partly generate a trend of countries 
exchanging meat from the same breeds. Meat trade 
statistics show particular examples, like those of the US 
or Canada, which share a large part of their breeds and 
emerge in the first places as world meat exporters and 
importers at the same time (USDA, 2013). Consequently, 
there is a need to distinguish products of different origin 
due to aspects regarding authenticity (to avoid fraudulent 
products), quality (diverse productive systems or climates 
can result in different product merits) and safety (country/
regional sanitary status). 

During the last several years, consumers have increased 
their attention to food safety and quality due to the 
emergence of major diseases (e.g., Bovine spongiform 
encephalopathy -BSE-, avian influenza, food-borne diseases, 
etc.) or other health issues (e.g., the dioxin crisis that can 
generate serious threats to food safety. Furthermore, socio-
economic reasons (e.g., changes in food habits towards 
healthier diets and increased consumption of organic food) 
have also contributed to the increase in consumer’s interests 
in the origin, production methods, and industrialization 
processes of animal and plant products (Dalvit et al., 2007). 
As a consequence, issues associated with the traceability 
of food products have grown in importance, allowing 
consumers to consider food origin and processing in their 
purchasing decisions (Ajmone-Marsan et al., 2004).

It has been seen that consumers from different 
regions have different tastes and preferences in particular 
regarding meat cuts. Furthermore, quality attributes are 
different depending on the market, sometimes oriented 
to production processes (e.g. USDA natural meat), animal 
welfare (e.g. nutrition with GMO-free rations), and/or 

regulatory barriers (BSE or dioxin control). This results in 
a differentiation of meat products and creates a need of 
certification of guaranteed quality and safety of the beef 
production and the whole supply chain. In this sense, 
traceability has been a key issue to support the consumer’s 
confidence. In particular, Argentine beef is well known all 
over the world for its superior quality, supported by the 
natural production system and the breeds raised (mostly 
British breeds). Consequently, a breed traceability system 
could complement the current system to guarantee that 
quality. 

Several identification methods, including ear tags, 
ruminal bolus, retinal analysis, DNA markers, and tracking 
devices, have been evaluated to develop traceability systems. 
These methods allow product traceability at different levels: 
individual, geographical, breed and/or species (Negrini et 
al., 2008a; Negrini et al., 2008b; Li et al., 2009). Genetic 
traceability refers specifically to methods associated with 
the identification of animals and their products through 
DNA characterization of individuals, breeds or species. 
Methods for individual identification are mainly related 
to food safety, while discrimination between breeds and 
species is particularly useful to detect commercial frauds 
and to protect the value of local productions.

At present, microsatellites (STRs) are the markers most 
widely used for genetic identification and traceability 
studies (Peelman et al., 1998; Sancristobal-Gaudy et al., 
2000; Arana et al., 2002; Vázquez et al., 2004; Herraeza et 
al., 2005; Dalvit et al., 2006; Orrú et al., 2006; Baldo et al., 
2010) due to their high information degree provided by 
the large number of alleles that can be detected at each 
locus (Vignal et al., 2002; Dalvit et al., 2008). However, 
during the last few years, single nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SNPs) have become popular because they are based on 
the fundamental unit of genetic variation and are abundant 
across the genome. Moreover, SNPs have genetic stability, 
lower rates of genotyping error, and are amenable to 
automation and high-throughput genotyping technologies 
(Heaton et al., 2002; Heaton et al., 2005; Mariani et al., 
2005; Werner et al., 2004, Karniol et al., 2009; Allen et al., 
2010).

The characterization of a universal marker panel for 
breed traceability is complex because the most appropriate 
molecular markers for the specific breed groups that need to 
be assessed must be identified. The selection of markers will 
therefore depend on the gene frequency distribution, the 
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genetic distance among breeds, and the presence of private 
alleles in target populations. To date, two major strategies 
have been used to characterize genetic traceability systems. 
One of them involves the use of STRs or  SNPs, together 
with assignment tests (probabilistic strategy; Dalvit et al., 
2007; Negrini et al., 2008a; Negrini et al., 2008b), whereas 
the other one is based on typing specific genes with private 
alleles (e.g., coat color genes), which eliminates the need 
for statistical inference (deterministic strategy; Ajmone-
Marsan et al., 2004). Both strategies require, however, a 
preliminary characterization of the genetic structure of the 
populations under study. 

In China, there are four Yellow cattle breeds that 
possess higher meat production capability than the other 
Chinese Yellow cattle breeds (Longworth et al., 2001). 
These four populations represent cattle from the north 
region and central agricultural region of China. Both Bos 
taurus and B. indicus as well as mixed breeds can be found 
within Chinese native cattle. Traditionally, the so-called 
Yellow cattle are classified into three groups: humpless, 
semi-humped, and humped types, coinciding with their 
distribution from the north to the south of China. In 
this sense, it has been demonstrated that cattle from the 
south and southwest have greater B. indicus influence (Jia 
et al., 2007) and that cattle from the northern region are 
related to European breeds (Sun et al., 2008). In the central 
agricultural region, cattle are mainly humped or semi-
humped, as a result of northern Taurine and southern 
Zebuine crossbreeding (Sun et al., 2008). These breeds 
present complex patrilineages (Y-chromosome) and 
combined matrilineages (mtDNA) between B. taurus and 
B. indicus. During the last years, several commercial cattle 
breeds, including Holstein, Limousine and Simmental, 
have been introduced to China to improve dairy and beef 
production.

In Argentina, there are two main breeding areas: the 
temperate Pampa, where Holstein and British breeds, such 
as Angus and Hereford, are predominant, and the northeast 
subtropical region, where Zebuine and Creole cattle are 
the breeds most commonly raised. These four breeds were 
selected for the present study because they represent the 
main beef breeds raised in Argentina. Additionally, Wagyu, 
a valuable breed with specific meat quality raised in lower 
scale in Argentina, was included in the study (Rearte, 
2007).

 Considering the main features of Chinese and 

Argentine meat production, the aim of this study was 
to assess six SNPs located in candidate genes for meat 
quality as potential genetic markers to be included into 
a traceability panel for the identification of breed origin 
in the context of bovine beef trade. The candidate genes 
selected were: AcylCoA-diacylglycerol-acyltransferase 1 
(DGAT1), Thyroglobulin (TG), Leptin (LEP), Growth 
hormone (GH), Fatty acid binding protein 4 (FABP4), and 

Gonadotropin releasing hormone receptor (GnRHR). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample collection
Meat samples were collected in four Chinese commercial 

slaughterhouses from 80 individuals classified as Chinese 
Yellow cattle. One of the slaughterhouses was located in the 
north region (named herein Ch2) and three in the central 
agricultural region (named Ch1, Ch3 and Ch4 according 
to their northeast to southwest geographical location). In 
addition, blood samples were collected from 243 animals 
belonging to five populations of B. taurus breeds: Angus 
(AA), Hereford (HE), Holstein (HO), Wagyu (WA) and 
Argentine Creole (CR), and two B. indicus: Brahman (BR) 
and Nelore (NE). These populations represent the main 
breeds raised in the world and/or Argentina. In order to 
take a representative genetic profile of each breed, the 
samples were collected from several farms that comprise 
the different genetic lines present in each breed. 

 
DNA extraction

Total DNA was extracted from blood samples using 
the Wizardâ Genomic DNA purification kit (Promega, 
Madison, WI, USA) following the manufacturer’s 
instructions. DNA was also extracted from meat samples 
according to the methods previously reported by Wagner 
et al. (1994) and Giovambattista et al. (2001).

SNP genotyping
SNPs were genotyped by pyrosequencing methods, as 

described by Lirón et al. (2010) and Ripoli et al. (2011a). 
SNPs included K232A of DGAT1, GH6.1 of GH, R4C 
of LEP, I74V of FABP4, a T/C silent mutation in the fifth 
exon of the GnRHR gene, and the transition in the TG 5´ 
leader sequence (Grisart et al., 2002; Yao et al., 1996; Liefers 
et al., 2002; Hoashi et al., 2008; Barendse et al., 2001). Specific 
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details of the SNPs analyzed are summarized in Table 
S1. The pyrosequencing assay comprised an initial PCR 
reaction of the target gene using one of the biotinylated 
primers. Amplified products were then purified by the 
streptavidin-coated Sepharose beads capture method to 
be used as pyrosequencing templates (Ronaghi, 2001). 
An internal sequencing primer, complementary to the 
biotinylated strand, was finally used to differentiate the 
allele variants of the target SNP. Pyrosequencing reactions 
were run on a PSQ96MA sequencer using the Pyro 
Gold Reagent Kit (Quiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany) 
and analyzed using standard software for pyrosequencing 
genotyping (Biotage AB, Sweden).

Statistical analysis 
Measures of genetic variability: The GENEPOP 4.0 

software (Rousset, 2007) was used to calculate the allele 
frequencies for each SNP locus in all the populations studied. 
The observed (h

o
) and unbiased expected heterozygosity 

(h
e
) for each locus and the average heterozygosity over all 

loci (H
e
) were estimated according to Nei (Nei, 1978), 

using the ARLEQUIN 3.5 software for population genetic 
analyses (Schneider et al., 2000). Potential deviations from 
the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) were estimated 
by F

IS
 statistics (Weir and Cockerman, 1984) and tested for 

each locus and population, as well as for all loci, using the 
exact test included in GENEPOP. 

Genetic structure and population differentiation: Genetic 
structure and genetic differentiation among breeds were 
assessed through standard Wright’s F

ST 
statistics, using the 

variance-based method of Weir and Cockerham (1984) and 
with the exact G test (Goudet et al., 1996) for population 
differentiation. These parameters were estimated using 
GENEPOP. 

Levels of genetic differentiation between populations 
were described through population pairwise F

ST
 indices 

and represented graphically using the R-function: 
pairFstMatrix.r (Schneider et al., 2000). To assess the 
proportion of genetic variance explained by differences 
among and within breeds/populations, we initially 
performed an analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) 
for all loci and for each individual locus considering all 
breeds as a single group. To estimate the proportion of 
genetic variance explained by individual breeds versus 
country of origin, we performed a hierarchical AMOVA, 
in which breeds/populations were grouped by their origin 
(i.e., European Taurine, Asiatic Taurine, and Zebuine). This 

analysis was also performed for each locus individually 
and for all loci. The AMOVA was carried out using 
ARLEQUIN. To condense the genetic variability revealed 
by the six SNPs, allele frequencies were used to perform 
a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) according to 
Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1994) and implemented using the 
PAST software (Hammer et al., 2001). 

Nei´s standard genetic distance (D
S; 

Nei, 1972) was 
calculated from allele frequencies to perform a cluster 
analysis using the unweighted pair group method with 
arithmetic mean (UPGMA, Sneath and Sokal, 1973) 
algorithm. Confidence for the groupings was estimated 
through bootstrap resampling of the data using 1000 
replications. Genetic distances and trees were computed 
using the POPULATIONS 1.2.28 software (Langella, 
1999). The trees were then visualized using TREEVIEW 
(Page, 1996).

Assignment test: Assignment tests were performed using 
simulations of 10000 multilocus genotype data generated 
from gene frequencies from each of the eleven breeds, 
assuming Hardy-Weinberg and linkage equilibrium 
(Paetkau et al., 1995; Liron et al., 2007). This assignment 
test involves calculating the expected frequency of each 
individual’s genotype in each of the breeds/populations 
studied and, subsequently, estimating assignment 
probabilities of each individual to the population where 
its expected genotype frequency was the highest. Finally, 
we calculated the percentage of samples correctly assigned 
to each breed.

RESULTS

Estimates of genetic variability within breeds 
Allele frequencies for all breeds are presented in Table 

1. The DGAT1-K and FABP4-C variants had higher 
allele frequencies in Zebuine and Ch3 breeds. In contrast, 
the DGAT1-A allele was the most abundant variant in 
Taurine breeds. The FABP4-T and -C alleles exhibited 
similar incidence in Taurine breeds except HE, which 
showed a high frequency for FABP4-T. For GnRHR, 
both allele variants had similar frequencies in most of the 
Taurine breeds, while GnRHR-A was the most common 
allele in CR, WA, Ch2 and Zebuine breeds. TG-C and 
GH-C alleles showed relatively high frequencies in all the 
breeds studied except WA. The LEP-A allele was the most 
abundant in the British breeds, while the LEP-G allele 
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showed higher frequencies in all the other breeds.
From a total of 66 locus-population possible 

combinations, we were able to perform 64 HWE tests. 
Two locus-population combinations were excluded 
because of limited polymorphism; one allele variant was 
fixed for locus GH in the BR population and a second 
allele was almost fixed with TG at very high frequency 
(Minimum Allele Frequency, MAF < 0.013) in the HE 
population. HWE tests revealed that only five locus-
population combinations were statistically significant (P ≤ 
0.05) (Table 2). These deviations corresponded to single-
locus differences in HE, CR, WA, Ch3 and Ch1. Non-
significant deviations from HWE were observed for the 
other six breeds analyzed.

Estimates of observed (ho) and unbiased expected (he) 
heterozygosities for each locus and breed studied are shown 
in Table 2. The expected heterozygosity ranged from 0.026 
for TG in the HE breed to 0.508 for GnRHR in the Ch1 
population and for FABP4 in the CR, WA, HO, Ch1 and 
Ch4 breeds/populations. The average heterozygosity (He), 
also estimated for each population, ranged from 0.261 in 
NE to 0.455 in Ch2 cattle.

Genetic structure and levels of population differentiation
The F

ST
 index and the exact G test for population 

differentiation were used to analyze the degree of genetic 
differentiation among the cattle breeds studied. F

ST
 showed 

significant differences across all cattle populations (F
ST

 = 
0.1530), ranging from 0.056 to 0.260 for each individual 
locus (Table 2 and Figure S1). The exact G test for 
population differentiation indicated that differences in 
allele frequency distributions among populations were 
highly significantly (exact P value for all loci ≤ 0.0001).

The overall AMOVA, which considered all breeds as a 
single group, revealed that 15.87% of the genetic variance 
observed was explained by differences among populations, 
whereas the other 84.13% was explained by differences 
among individuals within populations. The hierarchical 
AMOVA allowed partitioning the genetic variability in 
different breed groups based on their historical origin. 
When breeds were grouped in three clusters according to 
their origin, the AMOVA showed that differences among 
groups accounted for 8.75% of the total genetic variance, 
while differences among populations within groups 
accounted for 9.62%. As with the overall AMOVA, most 
of the variation (81.63%) was explained by differences 
among individuals.

The AMOVAs were also performed for each individual 
locus, considering all breeds as a single group. This analysis 
revealed a wide range of variation in the proportion of 
variance explained by differences among populations (5.59 
- 25.96%), with the majority of the variation explained by 
differences among individuals within populations (74.04 
- 94.41%, Table 3). The highest percentage of variation 
among populations was detected for the GH gene, 
with 25.96% of the variation being explained by allele 
frequencies at this locus. GnRHR was the less informative 
locus regarding population structuring, with only 5.59% of 
the variation explained by differences among populations.  

When populations were grouped according to their 
European, Asiatic or Zebuine origin, the hierarchical 
AMOVA also revealed considerable levels of variation 
within populations (73.31 to 92.56%). However, the 
genetic variance among groups accounted for up to 
19.56% of the genetic diversity, depending on the genetic 
marker considered (0.72 to 19.56%), whereas the variance 
among populations within each group explained 4.53 to 
24.18% of the total genetic variance.  

Allele frequencies were used to generate the D
S
 for 

each pair including the 11 cattle populations studied. A 
distance matrix based on the UPGMA algorithm was 
used to perform a cluster analysis and assess relationships 
between cattle breeds. The UPGMA cluster analysis using 
the D

S
 was consistent with the historical and geographical 

origin of population/breeds. The tree revealed the main 
divergences separating the Asiatic Taurine, European 
Taurine and Zebuine clusters (Figure 1). 

Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
Results from the PCA are reported in Figure 2, which 

illustrates the first and second Principal components (PCs) 
for the six SNPs frequency distributions of the populations/
breeds analyzed. The first two components cumulatively 
accounted for 84.54% of the variability in the data. The 
first PC accounted for 51.24% of the total variance and 
showed a differentiation pattern between Zebuine breeds 
(NE and BR) and British breeds (AA and HE). These 
breeds were mainly differentiated by the allele frequencies 
at the DGAT1, LEP and FABP4 loci and, to less extent, by 
the GnRHR gene frequencies. The second PC explained 
33.30% of the variation and clearly distinguished WA from 
all the other populations. The second PC was explained 
mainly by differences in allele frequencies at the GH and 
TG loci. Although the third PC accounted for 8.53% 
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of the variance, it provided no information regarding 
the potential origin of the breeds. PCA results were also 
consistent with the overall results of the cluster analyses 
generated using the UPGMA algorithm.

Assignment test 
An assignment test was performed using the simulated 

multilocus genotype data. The results for correct allocation 
percentage were variable among breeds, ranging from 
5.94% in HO to 81.51% in WA. However, for all the breeds 

except HO, the highest percentage of individual assignment 
within each breed matched to its own population (Table 
S2). In general, the highest percentage of wrong allocation 
corresponded to more closely related breeds. For example, 
AA was confused with HE and NE was confused with BR. 
These results are in agreement with the grouping pattern 
obtained with PCA. An assignment test considering groups 
of breeds by their origin was calculated and is shown in 
Table 4.

  FABP4 TG DGAT1 LEP GH GnRHR N 

Breed Origin Breed C T C T A K A G C G A G  

Great Britain AA 0.4868 0.5132 0.8448 0.1552 0.8158 0.1842 0.7321 0.2679 0.73 0.27 0.4425 0.5575 29 

Great Britain HE 0.2826 0.7174 0.9872 0.0128 0.9459 0.0541 0.75 0.25 0.85 0.15 0.5438 0.4563 26 

Netherlands HO 0.4444 0.5556 0.7778 0.2222 0.8158 0.1842 0,2857 0,7143 0.85 0.15 0.5179 0.4821 28 

Argentina CR 0.5556 0.4444 0.75 0.25 0.6667 0.3333 0.2812 0.7188 0.92 0.08 0.6923 0.3077 20 

Japan WA 0.55 0.45 0.3235 0.6765 0.5 0.5 0.17 0.83 0.19 0.81 0.6944 0.3056 20 

China Ch1 0.45 0.55 0.7368 0.2632 0.825 0.175 0.2647 0.7353 0.8611 0.1389 0.45 0.55 20 

China Ch2 0.525 0.475 0.775 0.225 0.675 0.325 0.3 0.7 0.5789 0.4211 0.6316 0.3684 20 

China Ch3 0.8611 0.1389 0.8929 0.1071 0.4 0.6 0.225 0.775 0.8333 0.1667 0.4 0.6 20 

China Ch4 0.55 0.45 0.875 0.125 0.725 0.275 0.325 0.675 0.95 0.05 0.575 0.425 20 

USA BR 0.7632 0.2368 0.8929 0.1071 0.2059 0.7941 0.18 0.82 1 0 0.7353 0.2647 20 

Brazil NE 0.8529 0.1471 0.9 0.1 0.3077 0.6923 0.12 0.88 0.91 0.09 0.8636 0.1364 20 

Table 1. Estimated gene frequencies for DGAT1, GH, LEP, FABP4, GnRHR and TG polymorphisms in Chinese Yellow cattle 
(named Ch1, Ch3 and Ch4), Angus (AA), Hereford (HE), Holstein (HO), Wagyu (WA) and Argentine Creole (CR), 
Brahman (BR) and Nelore (NE) breeds/populations. N = sample size.

Table S1. Details of the SNPs analyzed.

Gene SNP Function Mutation Association Authors 

DGAT1 CC/GA 
Microsomal enzyme that catalyzes 

the final step of triglyceride 
synthesis 

K232A (eighth exon) Intramuscular fat content Ripoli et al., 2011 

TG C/T Precursor of T3 and T4 in the 
thyroid gland 

C T (5´ leader sequence)* Intramuscular fat deposition Barendse et al., 2001 

LEP C/T 
It acts as a lipostatic signal that 
regulates whole-body energy 

metabolism 
R4C (second exon) 

Serum leptin concentration, feed 
intake, milk yield, body fatness 

and with marbling scores 
Liefers et al., 2002 

GH C/G 
It plays a major role in tissue 
growth, fat metabolism and 

homeorhesis 
L217V (fifth exon) Carcass composition, marbling 

and milk production 
Yao et al., 1996 

FABP4
 

A/G 

 

Cytoplasmic protein involved in free 
fatty acid transport and 

metabolism
 

I74V (second exon)
 

Beef flavor and tenderness
 

Hoashi et al., 2008
 

GnRHR
 

T/C
 

It plays
 
a critical role in sexual 

differentiation and  reproduction
 

Silent mutation (fifth exon)
 

Reproduction traits
 

Liron et al., 2010
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Table 2. Observed (ho) and expected (he) heterozygosities, average heterozygosity (He), significant FIS index and FST for 
six SNPs in Chinese Yellow cattle (named Ch1, Ch3 and Ch4), Angus (AA), Hereford (HE), Holstein (HO), Wagyu 
(WA) and Argentine Creole (CR), Brahman (BR) and Nelore (NE) breeds/populations.
nd = not determined.

Table 3. Percentage of variation for each individual polymorphism (DGAT1, GH, LEP, FABP4, GnRHR and TG) and all loci 
obtained by AMOVA considering all breeds/populations (Chinese Yellow cattle, Angus, Hereford, Holstein, Wagyu, 
Argentine Creole, Brahman and Nelore) as a single group.

Table S2. Percentage of individual assignment. Chinese Yellow cattle (named Ch1, Ch3 and Ch4), Angus (AA), Hereford (HE), 
Holstein (HO), Wagyu (WA) and Argentine Creole (CR), Brahman (BR) and Nelore (NE).

Breed FABP4 TG DGAT1 LEP2 GH GnRHR H
e
 

  ho he Fis (P value) ho he Fis (P value) ho he Fis (P value) ho he Fis (P value) ho he Fis (P value) ho he Fis (P value)  

AA 0.553 0.506 0.7451 0.207 0.264 0.1193 0.333 0.303 0.6694 0.393 0.399 1 0.267 0.395 0.0501 0.496 0.496 1 0.394 

HE 0.304 0.414 0.3012 0.026 0.026 nd 0.000 0.104 0.0006 0.423 0.382 1 0.233 0.259 0.5046 0.413 0.499 0.1789 0.280 

BR 0.474 0.371 0.524 0.214 0.198 1 0.294 0.337 0.5388 0.214 0.304 0.347 0.000 0 nd 0.412 0.401 1 0.269 

NE 0.294 0.258 1 0.200 0.189 1 0.462 0.443 1 0.118 0.214 0.177 0.111 0.171 0.1829 0.273 0.241 1 0.261 

CR 0.556 0.508 1 0.500 0.387 0.5151 0.278 0.451 0.0280 0.312 0.417 0.528 0.167 0.155 1 0.462 0.443 1 0.393 

WA 0.500 0.508 1 0.529 0.451 0.6116 0.800 0.513 0.2087 0.222 0.286 0.395 0.381 0.316 1 0.167 0.437 0.0153 0.420 

HO 0.444 0.508 0.6579 0.444 0.356 0.5299 0.263 0.309 0.4893 0.500 0.416 0.376 0.300 0.262 1 0.536 0.508 1 0.393 

Ch1 0.500 0.508 1 0.421 0.398 1 0.350 0.296 1 0.412 0.401 1 0.167 0.246 0.2697 0.200 0.508 0.0083 0.393 

Ch2 0.350 0.512 0.1967 0.450 0.358 0.5280 0.550 0.450 0.6068 0.400 0.431 1 0.526 0.501 1 0.421 0.478 0.6465 0.455 

Ch3 0.278 0.246 1 0.071 0.198 0.1107 0.700 0.492 0.0760 0.250 0.358 0.211 0.067 0.287 0.0179 0.300 0.492 0.1553 0.345 

Ch4 0.600 0.508 0.6496 0.250 0.224 1 0.450 0.409 1 0.250 0.450 0.113 0.100 0.097 1 0.550 0.501 1 0.365 

FST 0.107 0.159 0.213 0.206 0.260 0.056  

Source of variation in % of 
variation 

FABP4 DGAT1 GnRHR TG LEP GH All loci 

Among populations 10.06 21.28 5.59 15.88 20.64 25.96 15.87 

Within populations 89.93 78.72 94.41 84.12 79.36 74.04 84.13 

FST 0.107(P=< 0.001) 0.213(P=< 0.001) 0.056(P=< 0.001) 0.159(P=< 0.001) 0.206(P=< 0.001) 0.260(P=< 0.001) 0.159(P=< 0.001) 

 AA He Ho Cr Ch2 Ch3 Ch1 Ch4 Br Ne Wa 
AA  39.33 28.20 1.11 2.92 9.00 3.44 5.95 6.52 1.01 0.64 1.91 
He  13.37 72.05 2.09 0.94 3.75 0.40 1.57 5.39 0.15 0.25 0.04 
Ho  7.99 13.57 5.94 9.21 12.45 6.14 21.47 15.44 1.68 2.84 3.27 
Cr  5.31 8.25 3.39 20.55 7.59 8.03 11.48 15.66 7.19 9.85 2.72 
Ch2  9.79 5.79 2.30 6.73 31.18 7.86 7.00 6.81 2.65 4.80 15.10 
Ch3  4.72 1.01 0.09 2.31 5.58 47.57 3.56 9.25 14.15 8.90 2.87 
Ch1  7.52 11.72 5.32 8.40 10.57 6.99 28.25 14.25 1.43 2.14 3.43 
Ch4  6.81 15.13 3.63 10.67 4.55 10.41 11.40 24.53 5.05 7.21 0.62 
Br  0.80 0.57 0.15 6.35 0.00 13.22 0.93 6.49 44.66 26.83 0.00 
Ne  0.42 0.43 0.13 5.56 3.77 10.46 0.48 5.09 22.00 49.60 2.06 
Wa  1.25 0.09 0.17 1.60 10.10 1.97 1.34 0.12 0.61 1.24 81.51 
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Table 4. Percentage of correct assignment grouped by breed origin: British (Angus and Hereford), HO
(Holstein), CR (Argentine Creole), Chinese Yellow cattle, Zebuine (Brahman and Nelore), and
WA (Wagyu).

Figure 1. The unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) tree was constructed 
from a matrix of Nei´s standard (Ds) genetic distances using the allele frequencies of the 
DGAT1, GH, LEP, FABP4, GnRHR and TG polymorphisms in Chinese Yellow cattle (named Ch1,
Ch3 and Ch4), Angus (AA), Hereford (HE), Holstein (HO), Wagyu (WA) and Argentine Creole 
(CR), Brahman (BR) and Nelore (NE).

 British HO CR Chinese Zebuine WA 
British 76.472 1.597 1.928 18.007 1.020 0.975 

HO 21.566 5.941 9.212 55.488 4.519 3.274 
CR 13.550 3.387 20.550 42.755 17.037 2.721 

Chinese 15.620 2.8345 7.026 57.436 11.578 5.506 
Zebuine 1.111 0.137 5.957 20.215 71.546 1.032 

WA 1.346 0.172 1.597 13.530 1.847 81.508 
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Supplementary figure S1.  Graphic representation of calculated FST  between population pairs using an R-function: pairFstMatrix.r.

a. FABP4 b. GH 

c. GnRHR d. DGAT1 

e. LEP  f. TG  
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Figure 2. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) of the allele frequencies of the DGAT1, GH, LEP, FABP4, GnRHR and TG
polymorphisms in Chinese Yellow cattle (named Ch1, Ch3 and Ch4), Angus (AA), Hereford (HE), Holstein (HO),
Wagyu (WA) and Argentine Creole (CR), Brahman (BR) and Nelore (NE) breeds/populations.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A genetic traceability system is needed to ensure 

certification of breed origin and beef quality. The first 
step in the implementation of a genetic traceability system 
to certify the breed origin of beef products involves the 
identification of an appropriate set of molecular markers 
with significant levels of variation that can be explained 
by group origin, and the genetic characterization of the 
breed/populations involved in the assessment. In the 
context of China’s beef trading, we assessed the four main 
beef cattle populations raised in this country and four of 
the main breeds raised worldwide, to evaluate the feasibility 
of certifying the origin of breeds or breed products and 
detecting potential commercial frauds through a genetic 
traceability system. Furthermore, to certify high quality 
Argentine beef, mainly from British cattle breeds (such 
as Argentine AnGus Beef and Argentine Hereford Beef 
trademarks), HO and Zebuine breeds were included as 

possible sources of fraud. In addition, beef from WA, a more 
exotic breed with high marbling grade, was also included 
because it is produced in Argentina for exportation to 
premium markets. 

The effectiveness of a traceability system will depend 
greatly on the levels of polymorphisms, allele frequency 
distributions, and genetic differentiation detected among 
the breeds under consideration, as well as on the potential 
presence of private alleles (i.e., breed-specific alleles). 
In bovines, most differences among breeds are due to 
differences in allele frequency distributions rather than 
to the presence of private alleles. As a consequence, most 
systems require probabilistic methods of traceability, 
associated with population assignment probabilities, rather 
than deterministic methods based on population-specific 
genetic variants. Within the group of SNPs selected in this 
study, mostly candidate genes for fat content, there were no 
private alleles, but the gene frequencies showed significant 
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levels of variation across the breeds studied, accounting for 
15.87% of the genetic variance.

The results obtained show that the SNPs analyzed 
separate WA from the other breeds, and divide the 
remaining populations into three groups: Taurine, mixed 
and Zebuine breeds. GH and TG loci evidenced that the 
gene frequency profile in WA was notably different from 
that in the other breeds, as previously observed (Ripoli et 
al., 2011b), which could be explained by the high level of 
selection done on WA to increase marbling in this breed 
(Zembayashi and Lunt, 1995). In the DGAT1 locus, the 
allele frequencies evidenced a geographical cline given 
by the high frequencies for the A allele in European 
(fixed in HE), Ch1 and Ch4 populations followed by 
intermediate values in CR, Ch2, WA and lastly by Ch3, 
NE and BR breeds. These results are also concordant 
with the degree of Zebu admixture expected within each 
breed/population analyzed and are in agreement with 
previous reports (Winter et al., 2002; Ripoli et al., 2006). 
In the case of the FABP4 gene, a similar gradient was also 
observed. The FABP4-T variant showed intermediate 
frequencies in European and Asiatic Taurine breeds, and 
lower frequencies in Ch3 and Zebuine breeds. Since Cho 
et al. (2008) reported that the I74V FABP4 polymorphism 
was associated positively with back fat thickness in Korean 
cattle, our results could be related to those of Cho et al. 
(2008) because Zebuine breeds are leaner than Taurine 
ones. The similar frequencies in Ch3, NE and BR may 
result from the strong influence of Zebu breeds on some 
populations of the central agricultural region of China, 
especially on the Ch3 population. Regarding the LEP 
gene, the LEP-G variant exhibited a high frequency 
in almost all the breeds analyzed, but a low frequency 
in the British ones. In the GnRHR locus, although 
Zebuine breeds showed higher allele frequencies for the 
GnRHR-A variant, we could not detect a clear pattern of 
frequency distribution. Summarizing, GH and TG gene 
frequencies seem to be useful to distinguish WA cattle 
from the other breeds. DGAT1 and FABP4 differentiated 
between Taurine, mixed and Zebuine breeds, as they 
present a gradient of frequencies, while LEP differentiated 
the British breeds from the rest. All these markers showed 
F

ST
 values higher than 0.1, which is enough to allow an 

efficient differentiation of breeds or breed groups. These 
F

ST
 values were compared with those previously reported 

using neutral STR markers in the same populations (Liron 
et al., 2007; Rogberg et al., 2012). The SNP F

ST
 values 

ranged from 0.107 to 0.26, while the STR F
ST

 values ranged 
between 0.069 and 0.151. These results evidenced that the 
SNPs analyzed show greater population structuring than 
STRs. This fact might be the consequence of selective 
forces, and supports the hypothesis of the present work 
that the SNP markers associated with meat quality can be 
successfully used as a part of an effective traceability system 
for the identification of cattle breed origin. Regarding 
GnRHR, it seems to be less useful for breed traceability 
in the Chinese-Argentine beef trade context because it 
showed a low degree of genetic differentiation among the 
breeds studied. 

Additionally, the tree constructed with UPGMA, using 
D

S
, reflected the same results. The WA breed was located 

at one end of the tree, and the Zebuine group (NE and 
BR) and Ch3 population were located at the other end. 
The British breeds clustered together and the rest of 
the breeds/populations were placed in an intermediate 
position between the WA and Zebuine breeds. The tree 
exhibits a topology consistent with the historical and 
geographical origin, combined with a selection towards 
body and/or meat fat content in the population/breeds 
analyzed. Moreover, the results observed in terms of the 
PCA also matched with the topology of the tree. In this 
sense, differences in frequency distribution provide the 
basis to characterize individual breeds through cluster 
analysis and PCA. 

Finally, an assignment test was performed to validate 
the effectiveness of the SNPs analyzed to differentiate beef 
of the main breeds raised in the world and/or Argentina 
(AA, HE, NE and BR) from premium beef (WA) of those 
breeds typically raised in China for beef purposes (native 
breeds and HO). Marker sets previously proposed for breed 
assignment included more than 11-30 STRs or 25-90 SNPs 
(Dalvit et al., 2007, 2008; Negrini et al., 2008a,b; Karniol et 
al., 2009; Baldo et al., 2010). However, although only six 
SNPs were analyzed in the present work, they evidenced 
reasonable values of correct allocation. These values are 
particularly higher (> 70%) for the high quality beef 
breeds (AA, HE, WA) and lower for the low quality ones 
(HO, NE and BR). The observed results are in agreement 
with those obtained with PCA and with the topologies of 
the tree. The breeds that exhibited extreme values for the 
first and second PC presented higher percentage of correct 
allocations. By contrast, breeds with values closer to 0 for 
the first and second PC showed higher values of wrong 
allocations. In the case of Argentine high quality beef (AA 
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